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                                          CowTech LLC 

1412 Rapelje Rd. 

Big Timber, MT 59011 

info@cowtechengineering.com 

www.cowtechengineering.com 

(406)930-0266 

Against The Grain Catalog 

Custom Engraved Light Switch Covers by CowTech 
 

 

 

Against the Grain is a series of laser engraved light switch plates by CowTech. They 

add a special touch to any room in a home. Handcrafted near the mountains of 

Montana, these beautiful switch plates are guaranteed to add a rustic tone to a home. 

They are available stock in 8 designs that will fit perfectly in any aesthetic. Made from 

high quality, locally sourced oak, these plates are easy to clean and simple to install. 

Single designs are shown below, and again in a more detailed gallery along with the 

double switch designs.  
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Starting with selecting a premium oak 

laminate, we support the local industry 

and our community by buying at our local 

lumberyard here in the 2,000 person town 

of Big Timber, Montana. With high quality 

engravings, our plates feature the perfect 

amount of rustic and homey. Next, each 

plate is wiped down by hand before being 

carefully sanded to reveal the beautiful 

wood. Then we carefully stain each plate 

with a medium walnut finish to give the 

oak a slightly darker, and richer 

appearance. Each plate is meticulously 

inspected for quality before making its 

way to shipment.  
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About CowTech 

 

It all started in a small town community.  After taking different paths, two members of a 

five person high school class came back to their respective family farms.  Both have 

been designing products for use in agriculture their entire lives and after combining their 

talents, CowTech Engineering was born. Combining innovative engineering and 

an irrepressible work ethic, CowTech Engineering strives to develop high quality, 

striking products for people like you. Based on a Montana cattle ranch, we at CowTech 

are constantly inspired by the resilience and grandeur of this beautiful country. Bringing 

these qualities into every design, we have developed a wide range of unique products 

that deliver excellence. Our first being a revolutionary Ciclop 3D scanner, which 

featured wild success on the crowdfunding website, Kickstarter. Recently merging with 

the innovative Rayger Party Lights, we are excited to offer a one-of-a-kind light show 

experience. Next, taking a new route, is our beautiful wooden engraved light switch 

covers-perfect for any home. We are looking forward to continue delivering new high 

quality products through constant innovation. 
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Designs 
 

Design # Design Name 

1 Forest Bear 
2 Lone Tree 

3 Running Horses 
4 Old Lace 

5 Forest Moose 
6 Wheat Field 

7 American Flag 

8 Wild Rose 
9 Custom Designs (Contact for Details) 
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